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ABSTRACT

Ferrite samples were prepared with new compositions Nj" ,.,Zt1(ljCo.Fe,O. [x = 0.2, 0.3,

0.4,0.5], Mno,s_.Zl1()sCo,FelO.[x = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5].

The diameter and thickness of the prepared samples were I I mm and 2mm respectively.

The crytallinity of these samples has been checked by x-ray diffraction technique.

Magnetostriction of these pallets has been measured by resistance straingauge technique at

room temperature as a function of Magnetic field with diffcrent compositions. Tile linear

saturation Magnetostrietion of the pallets has been detennined by rotating the

magnctization vector from perpendicular position to parallel position of the magnetization

direction with respect to the direction of strain measurement. It is assumed that the

direction of the field and thc direction of the magnetization pmctically eoinsides, specially

fur the maximum field. The direction of measurement of strain is determined from the

direction of the bonded straingauge. The Magnetostriction in crystals originate from the

Magnetoelastic interaction associated with the local anisotropies and the local strain

controlling the local direction of the magnetic moments. The saturation magnetostriction

decreases as Ni-concentration increases. On the other hand the saturation magnetostriction

increases as Mn concentration increases. TIle magneto elastic energy and hence

magnetostriction depends on the electrons-located at the Fermi level of the ferrile and is

proportional 10 the spin-orbit energy shift at the fenni level. However, the result has been

compared with existing localized model of magneto elastic interaction. The results are

interpreted in terms of domain motion and dolroin rotation, which are spontaneously

strained.

Wc have also measured lhenna! expansion of these ferritcs by using straingaugc technique

at liquidNitrogen temperature to room temperature without Magnetic field, The measured

linear thennal ell:pansiollcoeffieicntlll"ecorrelated with the results of previous workers.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

I. Introduction

Ferrite is a well known Ferrimagnetic material with various applications in magnetic

devices. Its magnetic characteristics likemagneti7.ation,curie temperature, coercive force

quarcive force and complex permeability have been studied for various compositions

[1.1, 1.2]. However, magnetostriction of Ferrites which play an important role in

determining the magnetic softness by affecting of domain organization, domain rotations

and domain wall motions is relatively much less studied specially as a function of

composition and temperature. Ferrite has many intercsting aspects yet unexplored from

the point of view ofthcoretical understanding and development of characteristics, arising

from compositional variation for special applications.

The objectives of the present work is to prepare ferrite samples with new compositions

NioJ_,znojCo,Fe]OJ {x=O,2. 0.3, 04, 0.5}. Mnoj.xZno"Co,FeJ04 {x ~ 0.2, 0,3, 0.4. 0,5].

for its magnctic characteristics that are favourable for applications as soft magnetic

materials. Since magnetic softness, as reflected in permeability is determined by

magnetic moment, magnetostriction and magnetic anisotropy, the compositional

dependence of magnetostrietion will be studied to understand the mechanism involved in

producing magnetoeia,;tic effects in ferrites, The temperature and composition

dependence of the series will be investigated in order to find the optimum compositions

which correspond to maximum and minimum magnetostriction [1.3, 1.4, 1.5]. Materials

with high magnetostriction are important teciuJologically for making magnctostrictive

transducers and for producing permanent magnets while materials with low

magnetostnctlOn is used for soft magnctic materials. The magnetization and

magnetostriction measurements of these ferrites will be performed and the results will be

correlated. The variation of magnetostriclion with temperature and composition will be

studied to check the spin-orbit interaction mechanism localized model as the origin of
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around the magnetic transition to find the magnetic contribution to lattice energy and

hence spontaneous magnctostriction from the possible thenna! eKpansioo anomaly [1.8]

would be measure very careful. However due to the lack of high temperature strain

gauges, the thermal expansion measurement have been carried out in the low temperature

range down to ~quid nitrogen temperature.

NiZn and MnZo femtes of different compositions by partiaUy substituting Co for Ni and

Mn have been prepared by solid-state reaction. Optimum sintering temperature was

determined by trail and error method for the desired solid-state reaction and homogeneity

of the specimens [1.9]. It was checked by x-ray diffraction.

A whetstone bridge in out of balance condition has been used for mea~uring the thennal

expansion and magnetostriction offerrite samples [1.10, 1.11]. The durruny gage has been

used on a fused silica, while the active gauge has been bornled on the sample to be studied

in the form of a disk for minimum demagnetizing effect. Micromeasurement straingages

have been used for detellllining saturation magnetostnct;"n, from the measurement of

magnetostrictive strains in the specimens as functions of magnetic field strengths and

direction of magnetostriction [1.12, 1.13]. The results have been compared with the

existing localiL.ed model of magneto elastic interaction [1.14]. The spontaneous

magnctostrictions of the specimens will be obtained ITOmthe pos..~iblethemml expansion

anomalies at the ferrimagnetic ordering temperature [1.15J.

The results ofthennal expansion and magnetostriction arc discussed in chapter VI.

2
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CHAPTER II

THEORY OF THERMAL EXPANSION

2.1 Introduction:

Thermal expansion is an important and eOlllIllonphenomena, In crystal it has important

applications in modern equipment, where lhcrmal changes occur. A short discussion on

the mechanism of thermal expansion is given below.

Thermal expansion of a solid is a direct conscquence of thc anharmonicity of lattice

vibrations. It, therefore, providcs a convenient measure ofthe anharmonic parameters in

a crystaL The anisotropy of thermal expansion is clearly exhibited if measurements are

made on a single crystal. lbe cxpansion of a crystal whcn it is heated is a direct

manifcstation of thc anharmonic nature ofthc inter-atomic forces in solids. If the forces

were purely harmonic the mean positions of the atoms would not change even though

the atoms would vibrate with larger and larger amplitudes as the temperature increases.

While the tempcrature variation of the specific heat of solids was quite well understood

with the development of the Born-von Kannan's theory[2, I] of lattice vibrations in

crystals, there was little attempt to calculate the thcrmal expansion of crystals in any

detail till recent time. This was partly because of the paucity of experimental data on the

thermal expansion of crystals below room temperature.

While Gruneisen's tbcory[2.2] of tbermal expansion provided a general explanation of

the phenomenon on the quasi-harmonic approximation, a detailed study of the

temperature variation of ibcrmal expansion below room temperature was started only

aftcr the work of Barron[2.3] in 1955. The theoretical study provided an impetus to tbe

development of refined cxperimental teclmiques to mea~urc the thermal expan~ion of

crystals down to liquid helium temperature. The techniques so developed are sensitive

enough to measure a change io lcngth of thc specimeo of a fraction of an Angstrom. A

large body of reliable data has been accumulated on a variety of simple crystals in which
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the forces of interaction are fairly well understood. A fairly satisfactory explanation has

been provided for the temperature variation of the thermal expansion in these simple

solids on the quassi hannonic theory. These review deals with the progress achieved

both in the theoretical and experimental study of thermal expansion in recent times. The

linear thermal expansion coefficient ct of a solid is defined as the increase in tenth

suffered by unit length of the solid when its temperature is raised by a degree celsius.

The limiting value of the ratio -f- '; as the increase in temperature 6'1' ~O is defined as,
the true expansion coefficient of the solid. Usually it is mean coefficient of expansion

measured. A similar definition holds for the volume expansion coefficient ~, of the

solid. The volume expansion coefficient of the solid is related to its linear expansion

coefficient.

A solid can be crystalline OTamorphous an example fOTthe latter being glass. We are

concerned only \'\lith crystalline solids. These are available in two l'orms; single crystals

formed by the monotonous repetition in space of a simple structural unit according to

definite laws of symmetry; or polycrystalline material composed of small crystallites

oriented in all possible directions. It is needless to emphasize that for any theory of the

solid state a study of single crystals is of great importance, polycrystalline material

introduces great eomplcsitics in thc understanding of the physical processes involved.

As an examples, mention may be mode of calmium and zinc where a study of the

expansion of polyerystalline material yielded mdely divergent results. This confusion

was cleared up when single crystals of these substance were studied.

The measurement of thennal expansion of crystals is of importance for the follomng

reasons:

1. The expanSIOn coefficient is a structure sensitivc property and reflects any

transitions in crystal structure.
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2, Knowledge of thermal expan~ion at low temperature is useful to isolate the

electronic and the nuclear hypcrfine contributions to ilie Gruneiscn'g parameter

from the lattice contribution.

3. A knowledge of lattice thennal expansIOnof a material is essential in

investigations involving epitaxy l\Ild thin film growth and in lhinfilm deposition

in industry.

2.2 Methods of MeaSUl"t'fficntof Thermal Expansion of Solids:

Various methods of measurement of thennal expansion are discussed briefly herc. On

the basis of the physical principle involved in the measurements, the different methods

can be classified under two general headings; (i) Microscopic (lattice) expansion

measurements and (ii) Macroscopic methods, where the average linear change of the

hulk material.

The observations on thermal expansion ean be made using either a static procedure or a

dynamic procedure.

In the static procedure the temperature of the material under investigation is maintained

constant for a certain interval of time, and the variation of the length that takes place

during the passage from one temperature to the other is measured successively. The

measurement is thus carried out between two different conditions of thennal

equilibrium, and this leads to an accurate knowledge of the variation of length with

temperature. On the other hand in the d)1lamic procedure the temperature of the

~pecimcn is varied continuously, and indirect observations on the variations of the length

of the specimen arc made simullaneously. This procedure is less cumbersome than the

static method. However, the temperature in the interior of the specimcn may not be

uniform, and the results obtained thereby may not be very accurate unless the variation

of temperature is maintained at IIvery [ow rate.
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2.3 Microscopic Measurements

The lattice constants of solids are usually determined using x-ray diffraction techniques

with the help of Brag's relation

nA ~ 2d SinO 2.3.1

where J,. is the wavelength ufthe incident beam of x-rays and e is the' glancing angle for

a given reflection. In practice, only fJrst-order reflections (0 =1) are considered. The

alteration in the distance between the atomic planes or the lattice spacing d, consequent

to the expansion of the solid when the temperature is altered will be reflected as a

change in the parameter O.From the Bragg's law, we get

M '"-~--AO.cot{}d , 2.3.2

For a closely constant spectral distribution ~, and for large e, the shift in angle AO,

boxomes a sensitive measure oflatticc expansion Therefore equation (2.3.2) becomes

M
d=-AB.cotf} .2.3.3

The x-ray method has the following advantages over the other methods in dilatomctry to

be described later. They are

0) It is an absolute method for determination of the value of a, whereas most other

methods make use ofa reference standard at the temperature ofthe specimen.

(ii) A single experiment, yields complete information on the expansion coefficient

along various directions in an anisotropic crystal.

(iii) The sensitivity of measurements in

down to temperature ofHdlO.

M
d

of about 4 x 10"" will be maintained
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2.5 Stain gauge Technique

In microscopic measurement, x-ray diffraction method is good technique 10 measure

thermal expansion of solids. But to measure the thermal expillIsion we have used strain

gauge technique. Usually strain gauge technique is used for magnetostriction

measurement. But this strain gauge technique has been used for thermal expansion at

low temperature, for the first time by E.W. Lee and M. A. Asgar [2.4] for determining

anamolous thennal expansion. Although it is an indirect method but it has the advantage

over x-ray technique of quite high sensitivity and can be used for directional

measurement. However disadvantage of this method is the non availability of strain

gauge that can be used at high temperature.

2.6 Lattice Contribution to Thermal Expansion

The normal modes of vibration of a crystal lattice arc plane waves in the hannnnic

approximation. Each Wavc is characterised by a waves ve<:tor 'q' and a frequency ID (q).

If there are p atoms in the unit cell of the crystal, there are 3p din'erent normal modes

denoted by the index j running from I to 3p. Of the 3p branches ID, (q), there are 3

branches, j = 1,2,3 which correspond to the elastic waves propagated in the lattice in the

limit of long wavelengths (q~o). In this limit of long waves, the different atoms in the

unit cell movc in unison in these modes. The remaining 3p-3 branches are celled optical

branches. In thc long wave limit, these modes of vibration correspond to the motion of

the p sublattice one against the other. Thesc are the frequencies which appear in the

Raman and Infrared absorption spectra of the crystaL When wc deal with a finite crystal

having N unit cells the boundary conditions allow only N values of the wave vector q in

the Brillouin wne. These allowed wave vectors arc denoted by a subscript i to q. There

are, therefore, 3pN normal modes of oscillation of the crystal lattice with frequencies

IDj(q,j(j=1,. ..... ,3p: i= 1, ..... , N).
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In the harmonic approximation there can be no thermal expansion. The atoms vibrate

about their equilibrium positions sYnllnetricallywhatever be the amplitude, To accollllt

for thermal expansion one has to take into account the anharmonicity of the lattice

vibrations. The simplest and most convenient way to do this -is to assume that the

harmonic approximation is valid for every volume of the crystal, hut the frequencies of

vibration are dependent on the volume. This apoproximation is called the quasi,

harmonic approximation and can be used as long as the temperature T $ u, where u is

the equivalent Debye temperature of the crystaL The quasi-harmonic approximation

provides the most convenient method for discussing the thermal expansion of a crystal at

moderate temperatures. The reason for the success nfthe quasi-hannonie approximation

will be discussed in a later section. Thc first detailed theoretical discussion of thermal

expansion on this basis was given by Barron. Barron's work stimulated considerable

experimental and theoretical research in the last decade on the thermal expansion of

crystal.

In the quasi~harmonic approximation a normal mode of frequency (JJj(q,) has a free

cncrgy associated with it. This free cnergy ~,Lis given by

1),i = kTHxj, i+ In[ I - exp ( - xj, i)]} 2.6.1

where k is the Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin and

X/.I=hW!(,ir)/kT 2.6.2

where h is the Planck's constant.

The total free energy:3 (T,V) due to all the normal modes of vibration is given by

2.6.3

111isis a function oflemperature and volume. Using the thermodynamic relation
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for the entropy, we get

2,6.5

The specific heat at constant volume e,'h", in the harmonic approximation is

as) f.C •__=T- ~k"'~ aT , j~L

whore

2.6.6

(J' ],i == x;,i cxp(xN );[1- exp(x '" )],
is the Einstein specific heat function,

From the thermodynamic relation

2.6.7

2.6,8

where P is the pressure, 13is the volume expansion coefficient and X, is the isothermal

compressibility we obtain

f3V Jp-~kL
Xr J~L

where

2,6.9

Yj,iis called the Grtineisen parameter for the normal mode frequency wJ(q;).

This represents tbe fractional change in the frequency with the fractional change in

volume. In the quasi-harmonic approximation the rj,; arc nOll-zero in general and are

•
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assumed to be independent of volume and temperature. This latter assumption is not

quite justified.

The temperature dependenccd of the volume expansion coefficient can be expressed

most conveniently in terms of the temperature dependence of an equivalent Grilncisen

parameter YT defined by the relation

pv 2.6.10

YT is, therefore, the weighted average over the Griineiscn parameters for the individual

nonnal modes.

GrGneisen (2.5) stated his law that BV/x-Ie. is constant, independent of temperature.

This law is found to be approximately valid at moderately high temperatures.

Grtineiscn's law would be strictly valid at all temperature if the Griincisen parameters YJ.;

for all the modes of lattice vibration were equaL This is improbable. In fact even for the

simple Debye model of an isotropic elastic continuum, the longitudinal and transverse

elastic waves would have different Griineisen parameters leading to a temperature

dependence of Yr (2.6). However, equality of all the Griineisen parameters is not

necessary for a solid to obey Griineisen's law, Blackman has pointed out that the

variation ofYT can be considered from a different point of view. One com;trucls constant

frequency surfaces m and m + dm in the Brillouin zone. The average Griineisen

paramctcr yew) is defined by taking the avcrage of the Griincisen parameters of the

individual modes in this frequency region YTcan nOW be redefined as

oY,= 00 _

Jo-(W).G(w).dw
,

2.6.11

where a(m) is the Einstein specific heat function and G(m) is the frequency distribution

function for the lattice. Though the individual Griincisen parameters YI,' for the different
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normal modes may be widely different, tbe average 'y(m) may not depend strongly on

the frequency. lbis is the reason why y, shows a much smaller range of variation than

the h,_

If it so happens that yew) b independent of frequency then Y1'will be independent of

temperature. Then the solid obeys the Grtlnciscn's law over the entire temperature range.

Such a solid is called a perfect Griineisen solid. This is as far as the general theory of

thermal expansion.

2.7. Electronic and Magnetic Contribution to Thermal Expansion

In a metal the total contribution to the entropy arises from lattice vibrations, conduction

electrons and magnetic interactions. lfwe write the entropy as

8=5,+5[0+5"

then the specific heat is given by

C,. =T OS) ",Cd +C" +C,..,aT ,
"Ibe thermal expansion is given by the relation

a'J iJS) P- =- =
avTar.%

2.7.1

2.7.2

2.7,)

If the different contributions to the entropy are functions S,(O/I) where), is a

characteristic temperature, then

as) =y,.c..
av" v

where

v aH,)
Y'=-"'ii:' DV ,.

i~the corresponding Grtinciscn parameter. We could, therefore, write

p=%; (Y,C" +y.C,. +Y.,C".,

2.7.4

2.7.5

2.7.6

r
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It is well known that the conduction electrons in a metal contribute a term to the specific

heat proportional to the temperature T. So we should expect in a metal a contribution to

thermal expaIl5ion coefficient from the conduction electrons which would be linear in

temperature. At low temperatures where the lattice contribution to the expansion

coefficient varies as 'r,we could write 0; as

cr=BT+DT' 2.7.7

By plotting a!T against f! lhe values of Band D can be found. From the value of Band

the measured electronic specific heat one could obtain the value ofy!,

Varley (1110) has derived the following theoretical expression for y,.

y,"'1+8fnd.,EF)] _,N .iJn(E/})[1+8InN)]+ ~" .an'(~F))2.7.8
8InV ",1 n (E,-) BEt" ,. aInV F,T flVn (£,.-) aE, "

Here n(EF) is the number density of states per Wlit volume at the Fermi level EF; N is the

total number of conduction electrons per unit volume in the metal. For a single band free

electron model n(EF) depends only on EFand

N an(E!,) I
nl(E,.). aE" 3

y, for such a case should be 2/3. Where the single band free electron model is not

applicable the value ofy, c~n be very different from 213_ The magnitude and sign ofy,

will depend on: (I) how rapidly and in what direction n(EF) varies "ith energy at the

Fermi level; and (2) how sensitive neE,) is to change in volume V. In exceptional ca:oes

the electronic Griincisen parameter could be negative yielding a negative contribution to

the thermal expansion coefficient.

In ferromagnetic materials at the Curie temperature and in antiferromagnetic materials at

the Ned temperature the onset of ordering of the spins is accompanied by an anomaly in

thermal expansion. This effect has been observed in many cases. In such ordered spin

arrays at very low tempenltures there could be excitations involving spin reversal on a
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few of tbe atoms. These excitations we called spin aves and when quantized these

elementary excitations go under the name of magnons. It is well known (2.7) that in

ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic material, these spin waves obey a quadratic dispersion

law: (W(VGCql) and yield a magnon contribution to the heal capacity varying as T1n at

low temperatures. This magnon contribution to the heal capacity has been observed by

Shinozaki (2,8) ill Yttrium iron garnet (YIG) and Kouvc1 (2.9) in magnetic. In

ferromagnetic metals this contribution is superposed on the electron contribution to the

specilk heat and it becomes difficult 10 separate the two effects. In ferrimagnetic

materials the electronic contribution is absent and the magnon contribution can be easily

detected. Magnons must also contribute to the thermal expansion of these materials. One

would expect a similar contribution to the thennal expansion in the antifcrromagnetic

materials. There are no experiments so far on the magnon contribution to thennal

expansion in ferro, ferri, and antiferro"magnetic materials.
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CHAPTER III

MAGNETOSTRICTION

3.1 PhenomenologyofMagnctostriction

Magnetostrietion is that phenomenon wherein the lattice of a ferromagnetic specimen

changes during the process of magnetization. The defonnation .sIll due to

magnetostriction is as small as 10-' - 10.6. Such a deformation can be conveniently be

measured by means of a strain gauge technique the details of which are described later.

The strain due to magnetostriction changes with the increase of the magnetic field

intensity as sho",,'Itin figure (3.1) and finally reaches the saturation value A.

Magnetic Field H

Fig. 3.1: Magnetostriction as a function of the field intensity
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The reason is that the cryslallattice inside each domain is spontaneously deformed in the

direction of domain magnetization and its strain axis rotates with a rotation of the

domain magnetization, tbus resulting in a defonnation of the specimen as a whole (Fig.

3.2). In order to calculate the dependence of the strain on the direction of magneli:t.ation

we consider a ferromagnetic sphere, which is a real sphere only when it is demagnetized

but is elongated by Sill = e in the direction of magneti7.ation after it is magnetized (Fig.

3.3). The elongation of a diameter of the sphere along a direction which makes an angle

<jl with the direction of magnetization is given by

8/ ,
-=eC05 <p
/

3.1

when the domain magnetizations are distributed at random in a demagneli7,.ed state as

shown in figure 3.2a, the average deformation is given by the average of(3.1); thus

(61) ['" ,- = ecos if sinifdi)=-/ _ 3

Since, in the saturated state, a;, shO\\TIin figure 3.2b

the saturation magnelostriction is given by

Thus the spontaneous strain in a domain can be expressed in terms of}. as

3e=-A
2

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

We assumed above that the magnitude of the spontaneous strain is independent on the

crystallographic direction of magnetization. In this case we have to do with an isotropic

magnetostriction.
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Next we discuss how the magnetostrictivc elongation changes as a function of intensity

of magnetization. First we consider ferromagnetic substance, such as cobalt, with a

uniaxial anisotropy. H the magnetic field H makcs an angle IjI with the casy axis (Fig.

3.4), the magnetization takes place by the displacement of 1800 ""ails until! the

magnetization reaches the value cos,!,; during this process no magnetostriction can be

observed. Then the domain magnetization rotates towards the direction of the applied

field. During this process the elongation changes by the amount

61 3 ( ,)8-=-A l-Cos rp
1 2

3.6

IfH is pamlld to the easy axis, thal is ifljl = 0, (3.6) give t,. ~I =0; in other words, there

is no change in the length of the specimen from the demagnetized state to saturation. On

the other hand, if H is perpendicular to the easy axis, that is if,!, = Tl/2, (3.6) gives

t,.(J/]=%,L

The change in ~' is shown graphically in figure 3.5 as a function of magnetization for

various values of 1jI. For a polycrysta! if we assume that all wall displacements are

finished before the onset of rotation magnetization, we have, simply by averaging the

above values,

~/- I=Is t,.(5IJ~"~ \11", 2' I

lbe ~' vs I relation for this crystal is shown by the dolled curve in figure 3.5.

3.7
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Fig. 3.5: Magnetostriction of a uniaxial ferromagnetic crystal as a
function of the intensity of magnetization

The magnetization is along one of the <100> directions in each domain, so that the

average elongation of the demagnetized spedmcn is given by (~'L..~'")./2 regardless

of the direction of observation. If this crystal is magnetized 10 jls saturation parallel to

[100]



so that

For the casc of polycrystal/'loG = 1'111= A,we got the same resull, that is

A ~l =(%A)->i =A

3.8

3.9

3.2 Physical Orgin of Magneto stricti on

Magnetostriction which is commonly defined as any changc in dimensions of a body

caused by a change in its magnetic states is a property which can be considered as being

among the most important intrinsic materials parameter, The Physical origins of

magnctostriction is explained along the following lines[3.lj.

For non S-state ions the orbital angular momentum has non-zero value of L with (2L+ I)

degeneracy in the lowest cncrgy ground state. The orbital charge distribution for thc ions

is highly asymmetric. When these paramagnetic ions are surrounded by crystallinc

electrical field within a crystal, the orbital dcgcneracy is removed and the resultant wave

function form new linear combinations, which reflect the local s)mmetry of the crystal.

The rotatIon of thc charge distribution lobes alters the orbital angular momentum,

bccause of spin orbit coupling. The magnctization associaqted with spin will thus be

relatcd.

Spin-orbit coupling also contributes to the anisotropy by way of anothcr mechanism

called anisotropic exchange introduced by van vleck [3.2]. For S-state ions the orbital

angular momentum is zero and the charge distribution is somewhat distorted by the

crystal field, The spin-orbit coupling thus contributes to the anisotropy energy and the

magnetostriction in this case as well, although of much smaller magnitude. Exchange

energy can make contribuitions to magnetodastic energy due to the strain dependencc of



the exchange integral J~.When the magnetic moments of neighbouring ions arc rotated

away from parallelism. The exchange energy while increasing the clastic energy gives

rise to magnetostriction and the origin of the local strains have been discussed in terms

of the single-ion model with random local axis [3.3]. [3.4]. 3,5}. 3.6), [3. 7},[3.8}, [3.9).

[3.10], {J,ll}. [JI2]. [3.13}, lJ.l4}, [3./5].

There are three mechanism of anisotropy
(i) Crystal field anisotropy

(ii) Exchange anisotropy and

(iii) Exchange strietion

which is shown schematically in figure (3.6a), (3.6b) and (3.6c) respectively

3.3 Mechanism of Mall:netostriction

The origin of magnetostriction along the 1ine~ of Ncel's [3,16] theory, which was

developed in this paper Onmagnetic ,mncaling and surface anisolropy, is as follow~.

When the distance between the atomic magnetic moments is variable, the interaction

energy is expressed by

w(r,co.l'<D)=g(r)+I(r{ CO.l'l<D-i)+q(r{CO.l"<D-*CO.l'tll+:5)+' 3.10
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(a) Crystal Field Anisotropy

(b) Exchange Anisotropy

{el EXCHANGE STRJCTlON

Fig. 3.6: Physical Origin of Magnetostriction

•
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if the interaction energy is a function of T, the crystal lattice must be deformed upon the

generation of a ferromagnetic moment, because such interaction tends to change the

hond length in a different way depending on the bond direction. The first term g(r) is the

exchange interaction term and is of relevance only when volume magnelos(riction is

considered as manifested in thermal expansion anomaly at the magnetic ordering

temperature.

If (l denotes the direction of domain magnetization and that of the bond direction, we

call wrile

W" g(r) + l(r)~a,r, +o:,y,+a,y,)' -1l+
'I(r)[(a,y, +o:,r, +a,r,)' -Ha,r, +a1Yl +o:,y)2 + -,',]+ .

Considering a deformed cubic lattice and relating the direction cosines Y1 to the strain

tensor L;j, we can get the expansion for magnctoc1astic energy. Science the

magnetodastic energy has a linear dependence on strain the crystal will deform without

limit unless it is counter balanced by the clastic energy which increases rapidly be<:ause

of its quadratic depenccnce on strain.

By JifTerentialing, the total energy = Emog"""« + E,la"',

with rcspe<:t to the strain components, and setting the partial derivative>; equal to zero,

for minimum energy condition, one can obtain the relation for the (ractional changc in

length of the crystal in any arbitrary direction ~ as

x= I.e,;!],!])
',)='

3.12

Substituting the values of strain components as obtained by minimizing total energy

coming from magnctoclastic and clastic terms, we can get an expression for

('"' , 1) , ['" ,,2 1)).~=h" +h, ,L...1,Il, -"3 + •.h,clj(ap)p,p,) +h,s+h4 .::.,.a,P, +"3s -"3 +

2h,clj[a,a" (J - a,' - a~)p,p, ] + ,..

3.13

I
•
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where C'I indicates a summation over tcrtll5 with cyclic permutation of the indicics and

he.-j. hj are the magnetostriction constant defined by

-h
!la; ",

ell +2Cl1

-h
fl,= J,

ell +2c"

h = -h,,

h _ -b,
,- 2c,,- c"

-hh,=--'"'.
where the coefficients 1>"are rnagnetoelastic coupling coefficients.

For hexagonal crystals the relations become modified due 10 different

conditions lIml have been treated in detail by Nason and Lewis[3.17j.

For cubic crystals neglecting higher tenns in the polynomial.

, 1.J ('p' 'p' 'p' ,)"{J=''''loo+'u, '+«1 , +a, ,-, +
3.l.,II(a,a,p,P, + UlU,P1PJ +a,u,p)fi,)

3.14

symmetry

3.15

where A.IOOand Alii indicates strain along (100) and (111) direction respectively,

3.4 MagoctostrictioninPolycrystal

In the case ofpolycrystallinc magnetic material such that

Awe = .t/ll = .t.
we get from equation (3.15)

..1~=1->1.,+ (a,'P,' +aip} +a; pi -tj+3..i,(a,a,p,p, +a,a,f3,f3J +a.,a,f3,f3,)

=!",[a,' fit' +a;13;+"i13;+2",a,p,p, +2",",13,13,+2a,",p,p, ~ tJ
"'tkatp, +a,p, +",13,)1 ~t] 3.16



where 0 is the angle between the direction of magnetization and that of observation.

When the domain magnetization rotates toward lhe direction of the applied field, the

fractional change is given by

, _ Vl.,-
1

hecomes [rom equation (3.16)

"Ill= 32, (CUS'8-~J
I 2 ~ 3

3.5 Direction of Linear Magnctodriction

3.17

Experiments have shov,ll that the deformation depends upon the direction of the

magnetization. for a cubic crystal magnetize in the direction given by the direction

cosines /...1, /...2and /...) (defined with respect to thc cubic axes). This defonnation

expressed in strain components "ij (iJ = x,y,z) become in first approximation.

]
E"="22",a,a,

3.18



The extra terms (-t)make the total change of volume nil (trace of matrix is zero). Thc

factors _+ ensure that the strain in the direction of magnetization with respect the non-

magnetized state

(a,' =a; =a; = -}) is 1.100 and -1',1.111 in the [100J and [Ill] directions respectively. The

strain in a direction perpendicular 10 1.100 and -'/'All' respectively.

In an arbitrary direction wc then have parallel to the magnetization

, -' +3(' -" "'a'+a' '+ 'a')+A(d,d,a,)-A100 ALIl A,ooAa, , , u.1 u.1, ,••••••••• 3.19

For the ferromagnetic materials the values of Aat room temperature arc found to be

For iron

AIlW=+25 x](J6

Alii ~. 19 x 1(J6

and for nickel

AlOO ~ - 46 x 10-6

AJIl = -25 x 10.~

In discussing the effect of a unidirectional stress it is convenient to divide materials into

two classes which have

(i) Positive magnetostriction

(li) Negative magnetostriction

In materials of class (i) the magnetization is in increased by tension (except at I = 0 or

Is) and for the materials of class (ii) thc magneti7.ation is decreased by tension and thc

material contracts when magnetized.

3.6 MagnctostrictionArising from DomainRotation
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Magnetostriction is associated with domain orientation. The change in dimension of a

single domain can be rotated in simple quantitative way 10 change in direction of

magnetization in the domain as follows

A, =~J.(Coslo-t) 3.20

Here e is the angle between the direction in which the change in length is measured. It is

assumed now that magnetostriclion is independent of the crystallographic direction of

magnetization and that the change in volume is ~.ero. The zero point of lei is chosen so

that it is equal to the longitudinal change in length I"" where e = 0 at saturation. When
the length is measured at right angle 10 the direction of magnetization (transverse effect)

e = 90° and the change in length

it = - J."1
For polycrystallinc or amorphous material the domain arc initially oriented at random.

The same relation is applicable if one uses the average of co$1e over all the domains.
When the material is ullIllilgnetized.,

(C05'0>", =~and A=O

Upon application of a strong field e becomes zero and A= A,.
If the domains are not initially random, one can use the relation

2=%2{ (Cos'O) •• -~]
= ~A, [(Co.~'B>",- (Cos'O>.]

where <Co/O>o = initial domain distribution

<Co/O>,,, = domain distribution at any time

3.21

If the domain are oriented originally so that {1= 0 for half of them and e = 1800 for other

half <Col B>o = <Co/B> '" = 0 and A = 0 (the reference point); in a strong Held e = 0

and there is no ehange in Co/eand A= O. When used in this sense, A.depends decidedly

on the initial domain distribution while A.,is a constant of the material. The constant A.,



ean be determined in any specimen by measuring A,when a saturation field is applied

first parallel and then at 900 to the direction of measurement of A,.The total change in

length caused by the change in thc field in the polycrystalline or amorphous material is

then

VI =2A
I 2 '

independent of the initial domain distribution.

3.22
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CHAPTER IV

PREPARATION OF FERRlTES

4.1 Introduction

Ferrimagnetic oxides or fmiles as they are usually known, have become available as

practical magneticmaterials over the course of the last twenty years. During this time their

use has become established inmany branehes of communication and electronic engineering

and they now embrace a very wide diversity of compositions. Properties and application.~.

The scope of this book is restricted to the properties of those territes which are

magnetically soft and which are of technical importance, and to the applications of such

ferrites in devices which, in the broadest scnse, may be described as inductors or

transformers.

Magnetite, or ferrous ferrite, is an example of a naturally occurring ferrite. 'It hsa been

known since ancient times and its weak permanent magnetism found application in the

lodestone of the early navigators_Hilpert [4.IJ in 1909 attempted to improve the magnetic

properties of magnetite and in 1928 Forestier [4.2J preparaed ferrites by precipitation and

heat treatment. Magnetic oxides were a1sostudied by Japanese workers [4.3,4.41 between

1932and 1935.

In 1936 Snoek [4.5J was studying magnetic oxides in Holland; by 1945 he had laid the

foundations of the physics and technology of ferrites and new industry came into being

[4.6J.

Fetrites are ceramic materials dark grey or black in appearance and very hard and brittle.

The magnetic properties arise from interactions between metallic ions occupying

particular positions relative to thc oxygen ions in the crystal structure of the oxide. In

magnetitc, in the tirst synthetic ferriles and indeed in the majority of present day

.~
~:,
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magnetically soft rerrilcs the crystal structure is cubic; it has the form orthe minerhl spinel.
I

TIle general formula of the spinel ferrite is MeFe,O, where Me usually represents one or,

in mixed ferrite., more than one orlhe divalent transition metals Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, eu and

Zn or Mg and Cd. Other combinations, of equivalent valency are possible and it iJ possible
to replace some or all ofthe lravalent iron ions with other trivalent meta! ions. I

I
[n the early practical ferrites Me represented Cu+Zn, Mn'l Zn, or Ni+;Ln. The Iirst of these

compound wa~ soon abandoned and the other two, referred to as manganese z~c ferrite
I

and nickel zinc ferrite were developed for a wide range of applications where high

permeability and low Joss were the main requirements [4.7]. These two compounds are
• •

. 'still by far the most important ferrites for high permeability, low loss applications and

constitute the vast majority of present day ferrite production. By varying too ratid of Zn lo

Mn or Ni or by othenneans, both types offerrite may be made in a variety of grades, each

grade having properties that suit it to a particular elass of application. The range of

permeabilities available extends from about 15 for nickel ferrite grades.

The applications started in the field of carrier telephony where the combination of good

magnetie properties and high resistivity made these materials very suitable asjeores for

inductors and transformers. since the resistivities were at least a million times gJ:ater than,
the values for metallic magnetic materials, laminated or powdered cores could be replaced

wilh solid ferrite cores and these could often be made in a more convenient shape than

their laminated counterparts.

The application was extended to domestic television receivers whcre they became, and stiU

remain, the undisputed core material for the line time base transformer and th~ magnetic

yoke used in the deflection system. In domestic radio receivers, rods ori plates of
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ferrite are used as cores for magnetic antennas. Many oHler high permeability, low loss

application have been found l4.8,4.9].

However, a short qualitative description oflOO spinel lattice, the magnetic domain and the

magnetization process will be useful as a basis for the discussion of properties offerriles.

4.2 MagnetisminFcnites

4.2.1 The spincllattice

Figure 4.1 shows a unit cell of the spine11attice and the sites orille various ions. The small

cubic diagram shows how the unit cell is comlX'sed of oc1ants of alternate kind: in' the

large diagram only the four nearest octants are shown complete the remainder having the

symmetry shown in the smaller diagram. AU the oclants contain the same tetrahedral

arrangement of oxygen ions, the sites being defined by fuur comers of a smaller cube,

which in practice is usually slightly distorted. In the octants corresponding to the unshaded

paris of the small diagram, the remaining corners of the smaller cube are occupied by

metal ions. In the alternate octants these comers are not occupied; instead there is a site in

the centre of the octant. lIDs site being surrounded by a tetrahedral arrangement of

oxygen ions, is called a tetrahedral site or A sileo A tetrahedral site is shown separately at

the top of the diagram. All the black spheres are in tetrahedral sites altoough this is nol

obvious where considering only one isolated unit cell. The remaining metal ion sites are

surrounded by six oxygen ions in the form of an octahedron. These are referred to as

octahedral sites or B sites; an isolated octahedral site is shown at the bottom of the

diagram.

In the unit cell there are 64 possible tetrahedral sites and 32 possible octahedral sitcs. Of

these only 81etrahedral and 16 octahedral sites are occupied in a full unit cell. If in the
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preparation (he ratio of metal ;(lUSto oxygen ions i,100 small, i.e. there is excCSSoxygen

then some of the metal ion sites may be unoccupied, These sites are then referred to as

vacancies, If the ralio is correct, then (he unit cell contains 24 metal ions and 32 oxygen

ions, i.c. there arc 3 metal ions for every 4 oxygen ions. Thus the spinel unit cell may be

considered from the chemical point of view to consist of 8 molecules having the formula

MeFe20 •. Of the three mclal ions, onc is on a tetrahedral site and two are on GClahcdral

sites. If the spinel were 'normal' (he divalent Me ion would occupy a tetrahedral (A) site

while the trivalent Fe ions would occupy the octahedral (B) sites, In an 'inverse' spinel the

divalent Me ion occupies one of the B siles while the trivalent Fe ions occupy the other B

site and the A site. In terms of a unit cell:

lAsiteNumbcrofions .
B ,'lie

M,

8

F" 0,
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In practice spinel ferrites have an ion distribution some-where between nonnal and

Inverse.

The spinel structure consists of a number of interlaced face-centred cubic lattices, The

most obvious one in figure 1.1 is that fonned by the A sites on the cell corners and face

c<."TItres.The remaining A site, (octant centres) fonn another-face-centred cubic lalticc

displaced from the first along the cube diagonal.

The positions of the oxygen ions are a150defined by a sct of interlaced face-centred cubic

lattices. Any oxygen ion may be taken as occupying a corner of a face-centred cube

having the same dimensions a~ the unit eell; all other sites in this face~entred cube are

also occupied, by oxygen ions. Again, thc octahedral (B) ions occupy sites on four facc-

centred cubic lattices. Each of thcse lattices has the same dimensions a, the unit ecll and

they are displaced from one another along the edges of the smaller tube in the unshaded
octants. These interlaced lauices are called sub-lattices and they play an important part

in the magnetism of ferritcs.
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4.2.2 Magnetization

Electrons spin about an axis and by virtue of this spin and their electrostatic charge,

exhibit a magnetic moment. Normally, in an ion with an even number of electrons, the

spins or moments cancel, and when the number of electrons is odd there will be onc

uncompensated spin. For the transition metals the number of uncompensated spins is

larger, e.g. the trivalent Fe ion has a moment equivalent to five uncompensaled spins.

When the atoms of these transition metals arc combined in metallic crystals, as they are,

for example, in parallel alignment over regions within each crystallite, The net number of

uncompensated spins will be less than for the isolated ion due to the band character of the

electron energies in a metal. The regions in which alignment occurs arc called domains

and may extend ovcr many thousands of unit cells. The spin orientation is along a

direction of minimum energy, i.e. external energy is required to deflect the magnelization

from this direction and iCthe cxtcrnal constnlint is removcd the magnetization will return

to a preferred direction. This directional or anisotropic behavior may arise from a number

of factors. Crystal anisotropy is inherent in the lattice ~tructurc; the magnetization always

preferring the cube diagonal or cube edge. Mechanical strain can cause anisotropy and the

shape of the grain boundary will nearly alv,'llYsproduce anisotropy. The result is that the

magnetization is held to a certain direction, or to one of a number of directions, as ifby a

spring. The greater the anisotropy the stiffer the spring and the more difficult it is to

deflectlhe magneti7.ation by an external magnetic field, i,e. the kn'fer the permeability_

The parallel spin alignment implies that the material within the domain is magnetically

saturated. The magnetization is defined as the magnetic moment per unit volume and is
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therefore proportional to the density of magnetic ions and to thelTmagnetic moments, This

magnetism arising from parallel aligrnnenl is called ferromagnetism.

In a ferrite the metal ions are separated by oxygen ions As a result of this the ions in the A

suh-lattice (tetrahedral sites) are orientated antiparallel to those in the B sublattice

(octahedral sites). If these sub-lattices were identical the net magnetization would be zero

in spite of the alignment and the ferrite would be classified as anti-ferromagnetic. In the

majority of practical ferrites the two sub.lattice are different in number and in the type of

ions so that there is a resultant magnetization. Such materials are classified as

ferromagnetic. For example, in the foregoing soction it was stated that in the general spinel

molecule MeFe20~ one metal ion oocupies an A site while two occupy H sites; thus in the

case of MnFe:!J4 where both metal ions have 5 uncompensated spins the net

magnetization is 5 spins per molecule. This compares with a net moment of 2.2 spins per

atom in the case of metallic iron, For this reason a ferrite has a much lower saturation

magnetization (pN",J '" 0.5 Wb.m'2) than metallic iron (about 2.0 Wb.m'"). However, in

spite of the partial cancellation of the spin moments, ferrites possess sufficient saturation

magnetization to make them useful in a wide range of applications.

4.3 Manufacture

4.3.1 Manufacturing processes

The processes used in ferrite manufacture on a industrial scale are similar to those used in

the manufacture of other ceramics. The description of these processes given in this chapter

is intended mainly for the information of the use. So that the possibilities and limitations of

manufacture may be taken into account when a particular ferrite are design or application

is being considered. For conventional manufacture of polycrystalline ferrites, a typical flow

diagnnn is shown in figure 4.2. This diagram shows alternative processes, e,g, wet and dry

milling and forming and final shapes by.pressing or extmsion In fact wet milling is often

used in the production of both pressed and exlmded parts. Other process variations are

possible; some will be mentioned in the more detailed description that follows.
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4.3.2 Raw materials

The raw materials are normally oxides or carbonates of the constituent metals. Chemical

analysis, particle size and price are important characteristics of these starting materials.

Because constituents or impurities may have a great influence on the properties of the

finished ferrite it is normal to analyze incoming materials in an attempt to ensure that the

compositwll does nol deviate significantly from batch to batch. Particle size of the

starting material has a prolound effect on the behavior urlhe product during Manufacture

[4.10]. The case of mixing, the compressibility, the shrinkage and the reactivity all

depend on the particle 5i"" so it is normal to keep a check on this parameter to ensure

uniformity between batches. Materials of adequate purity and uniformity between

batches. Materials of adequate purity and uniformity are usually prohibitively expensive,

and successfully large-scale manufacture depends on the skill with which reasonably

priced materials may be used to produce constituenUy ferriles having the required

magnetic properties. The constituent mw materials are weighed into batches to give the

proportions required for the compo8ition. We have used the wet melling process to make

our composition such as NiaJ_,ZnO jCoxf'c,O, [x = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4] and Mnn5_xZnO,sC()~Fe,O.

[x ~ 0.2, 0.3, 0.4].

4.3.3 Mixing

The main purpose of this process is to combine the starting materials into a thoroughly

homogeneous mixture. If crystallites of uniform compo8ition and properties are

subseqnently 10 be formed then constituents must be present in the correct proportions in

any microscopic volume of thc bulk material. We uscd wct ball milling method. The

constituents are placed in a rotating steel lined drum with steel balls and a medium such

as water, steel is used because any iron picked up by the mixture due to wear of lining

and balls may be allowed for in the initial composition of the powder. The nuid is mainly
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for cooling and mixing purposes, Wet milling usually continues for periods up to about

twelve hours. After wei mixing the product is poured of as a starry into a filler press

where the water is squeezed out, The resulting blocks are then dried in an oven. In the dry

process the powder has to be bossily pressed into blocks ready for pre-sintering. The

pressing into blocks makes the product casier to manage in the kilns and improves the

thermal conductivity.

4.3.4 Pre-sintering

Pre-sintcring or pre-firing is a calcining process in which the temperature of the powder is

raised to the region of IOOO°C.Strictly this is not essential to the preparation of ferrites

but it is vcry essential to the preparation of ferrites but it is a very important means of

obtaining the necessaI)' degree of control over the properties of the linishcd product.

Swallow and Jordan [4.11] state that pre-sintering is carried out for the following reasons:

1. It decomposes the carhonates or higher oxide, thereby reducing the evolution of

gases in thc final sintering.

2. 11assists in homogenizing the materia!.

3. It reduces the effects of variations in raw materials.

4, It reduces or controls the shrinkage occurring during the final sintering.

A typical pre-sintering cycle for manganese zinc and nickel zinc ferrites consists of

passing the powder down a tunnel kiln in air so that its temperature is raised to a peak of

340_I060GC in about 8 hours and then a!lo",,,d to fall until it emerges from the kiln at

about 200°C, about 20 hours after entry. During this process the constituents partially

react to fonn ferrite, i.e. spind Crystals begin to form and are normally allowed to grow to
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about Ij!. in size. the extent to which spinel is Caffiled depends on the reactivity of the

material, the temperature oflhe kiln and the lime for which the material is heated.

4.3.5 Processing of the pre-sintered powder

The pre-sintered powder is milled to reduce it to small, uniformly sized crystallites. This

process is carried out in a wet ball mill or a vibrating mill. In either case steel balls are

nOffilally used and as previously stated the inevitable wcar afrhc balls may be allowed for

in the composition; balls of other materials might cause contamination.

Milling times of up to J 2 h are commonly used. After an initial period of rapid

breakdown the particle size decreases in proportion to the milling time and then

approaches a limiting value. The extent of the milling affccts the forming characteristics

of the powder, the sintered density and the magnetic properties such as permeability and

losses. Since the extent of the milling depends on milling efficiency as well as the milling

time it is preferable to mill to a certain particle size rather then a certain time. Particle size

may be controlled by measuring the aggregate surface area of the particles in a sample of

the powder.

After wet milling, the starry is drawn off and the bulk of the liquid is removed by a

pressure filter. The filtered material is then oven-dried and powdered. The dry-milled

powder does not, of course, require this treatment.

At this stage it is usual to add the binder and lubricants. The choice of these additives

depends on the Subsequent granulation process, the method of fonning (pressing or

extrusion), the required strength of the formed piece-part before firing, and the avoidance

of undesirable residues after burning-out during sintering. Commonly used binders are
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gum arabic, ammonium alginate, acrylates, polyvinyl alcohol, while waxes and wax

emulsions, zinc or ammonium stearate may be used as lubricants to ease powder flow

during forming. The quantities involved arc quite small; using watcr as a vehicle these

additives arc blended with the powder to give the right consistency. Sometimes the

lubricant is added laler, when the powder has been granulated.

4.3.6 Forming

For the ferrites, the usual forming method is dry pressing by using binders. In its simples!

form this process consists of pouring the correct quantity of granulated powder into the

die and then closing the die with a prescribed pressure which is usually in the range 1,6 to

16 kg mrn.2. We have' used three types afdie and got three types ofshapc oflhe samples.

Such as disc (14 mm diameter 2 nun thick), ring [outer dia = 11.07 mm and inner dia =

6.06 mm], and rod [3mm dia and lenb>th45 mm] ctc. Figure (4.3) (a) shows the simple

pressing of a cylinder and indicates by shading the higher pressure zones caused by

friction. If the length I were long enough, thc friction alonc would be enough to balance

the applied force and the powder at the boltom of the die would not be compressed at all.

This difficulty may be somewhat alleviated by compressing the powder from both ends as

in figure (b). In practice it is l1sual tor the die to move in a vcrticalline during pressing,

the movements of die and punches being so related that the most uniform pressed density

is obtained. Even so, shapes having IId ratios of greater than abol1t 5 are difficult to press

successfully.

Inhomogeneous pressed density leads to inhomogeneous magnetic properties and so

degrades the product. It also leads to non-uniform shrinkage during the sintering and this

causes shape distortion as sh,mn in exaggerated rorm in figure (c). In more complicated
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shapes non-uniform pressed density may result from some wnes being compressed more

than others, see figures (d) and (e),

4.3.7 Sintering

in the compacted form the partially reacted particles press against each other over part of

their surface, the remaining surface forming the boundaries of the interstitial voids or

pores. At temperalures in the region of 1000 c and above, the free surface containing the

voids decrease, the particles grow together to form crystallites and the density rises,

During this process the linear dimensions of the piece part shrink between 10% and 25%

depending on the powder and the pressing technology and this must he allowed for the

design of the forming tool. "lbc grain growth and the elimination or the persistence of

pores hoth have profound effects on the properties of the sintered ferrite~[4.12, 4.13J.

Typical crystallite sizes range from about 5 (0 40)1.

The properties are of course, also aftected by changes occurring within the crystallite

structure. These changes are influenced not only by the temperature but also by the

atmosphere in which the sintcring takes place in particular the partial pressure of the

oxygen in the atomosphere.

A mixed ferrite in a quaternary system such as Mn-Zn-Fe-O ean cxis! in a wide variety of

compositions within the limitations of the spinel structure, Even when the proportion of

the three metals is fixed during powder preparation Ute valency states and the phase

depend on the amolUlt of oxygen in the structure and this will depend on the oxygen

equilibrium between the structure and the surrounding atmosphere, If, for instance, the

partial pressure of oxygen in the atmosphere is very small, any excess iron the
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composition would be present as ferrous ions and would take its place with the oilier

divalent ions, e.g. Mn and Zn. A small proportion of ferrous ions together with

manganese ions lends to increase the permeability and reduce the losses, but the co-

existence of trivalent and divalent ions of the same element lowers the electrical

resistivity.

4.3.8 Inspection

After sinlering we have got ferrite s<lmples in various shapes. These samples arc checked

by using X-ray diffraction which is shown in figure (4.4). From the result of X-ray, these

ferrites samples have been produced correctly and they are face-centered cubic lattice.

Beside this the mechanical dimensions are checked by conventional method, The

magnetic properties pose grealer problems. For a lypical ferrite core it is necessary to

eontrol about seven magnetic parameters and some of these present appreciable

measuring difficulty, e.g. the measurement of very low magnetic losses, lempenl!ure co-

efficient of permeability, ele.
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CHAPTER V

MEASUREMENTS- MAGNETOSTRICTION AND THERMAL EXPANSION

5.1 Magneto~trictionMeasurement Technique

This tochnique, since the time of its introduction by Goldman [5, I] has gradually replaced

almost entirely all otber metbods of magnetostriction measurement, The reason for this

success, as also tbe problems associated with tltis metbod and some of the improvement

in the use of this technique as developed by M. A. Asgar(5,2] are as follows

Magnetostriction measurements are set with a large number of problems. Strain

developments in a magnetic specimen, when magnetized, This small strain is developed

both on the direction of magnetization and its magnitude. Also the state of zero average

external magnetization may not correspond to the zero magnetic strain, because the

demagnetized multidomain state is neither unique nor well defined.

In the displacement metbod Nagaoka [5.3] combined optical and mechanical metbods.

Here the specimen, by the displacement nfits free end, tbe.other end being fixed, rotates

a spindle to whicb a mirror is attached, A beam of ligbt reflected off tbis mirror forms

nptical lever.

The difficulty with tbis method is tbat one has to usc a big spocimen to get sufficient

sensitivity, Again it is difficult to magnetize a big specimen in different direction using

rotating field, maintained at uniform field and steady temperature. Again this method

cannot provide the strain difference of two well-defined magnetic states one has to

assume equal distribution of the domains in all the easy direction of magnetization in the

demagnetized state, which may not be true,

•
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The x-ray diffraction technique which was first used by Rooksby and Willis [5.4] to

determine spontaneous magnetostriction, measures the distortion of cry.tal axes by

determining (cia _ 1) directly from the magnitude of the splitting nfx-ray reflection spots

from different crystal planes.

However, x-ray method besides being less sensitive is difficult to use with different

direction of magnetization. In using strain gauge technique one can get over many orlhis

difficulties. The gauges can be used on a very small disk shaped specimen cut in a definite

crystallographic plane and the gauge can be bonded in a precisely detennined direction,

The strain gauge works on the principle that when a fine wire in the Conn of a grid or a

thin foil, and embedded in a paper or epoxy film is bonded finnly on a specimen and

shows a change in resistance proportional to the strain.

We can write tbis relation as

wbere f is the fractional change inresistance, G is the gauge factor and ~

along the gauge direction.

5 I

is the strain

The magnetic strain in the crystal is determined from the change in resistance of the

gauge fixed on the specimen in relation to the resistance of another dummy gauge bonded

on a reference specimen using a resistance bridge in the out of balance condition.

The mechanism of resistance change of the gauge wire under strain can thus be quite

complex. Moreover, the gauge may not follow the strain of the material on which it is

bonded, Thus there is to be affected by bonding factor, In addition one has to oonsider the

thennally induced resislallce change, when the durruny and active gauge are at different
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temperatures. The most important difficulty with the usc of strain gauges in dummy

gauge on a suitably chosen norunagnetic material which have the same thennal and

thcrmoelastic properties as the magnetic material. This ensures that the dummy and the

temperature except for the magnetic strain.

5.2 Strain MeasurementsUsingStrain Gauge

In 1947 Goldman waS the first to measure magnelostriction by the use of strain gauge a

folded metal wire, which can have a resistance of the order of 100 ohms. The strain

gauge technique is based on the fact that any strain characteristic of the specimen on

which Ihe gauge is fixed is transmitted faithfully to the electrically sensitive zone of the

gauge and observed as a resistance changes which can be measured with the help of a

whetstone bridge. When the temperature of the specimen is changed there is a further

contribution to the resistance change due to thenna! expansion of the gauge wires, the

gauge matrix, the bonding glue, specimen and the reSIstivitychange and the change in

gauge factor of the gauge materia!, Similar strain gauge known as dummy gauge is in the

olher ann of Whetstone Bridge 10 compensate as far as possible for temperature

influence.

The measurement can be carried out with direct CUrTel1tor low frequency alternating

CUTTent(f<IOO cis) since the magnetic materia! to which the current carrying wires are

fixed can give rise to an inductive' etfect which changes during magnetization. This

method is also very sensitive, being capable of measuring strains up to 10", The minimum

dimension of strain gauges are approximately 2 mnt. Additional error that can occur io

this measurements is magnetoresistance of the wire. At room temperature this is not

greater than 10.1.
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When more than one strain gauge (active and dummy) is used in a whetstone bridge

circuit. This eITed is approximately eliminated if care is laken to ensure that all the strain

gauges arc in the same magnetic field.

5.3 GaugeFactor

11is observed experimentally that the resistance of a thin wire varies proportionally to

the strain to which illS subjected, provided the temperature is constant and the applied

,tmin is small. fhis provides !he definition of gauge faclor of the wire as the fractional

change In resistance per unit strain

I.e.
MIRG-
MII

5.2

5.4 Calibration Curves for Magnet

The electro-magnet that used for the measurement of magnctostriction calibrated with

electronic fluxmeter to an accuracy of about:t1 % A conventional calibration of current I

vs field strenb>1hH is showll in figure 5.1,

5.5 Bridge Current Sensitivity and Calibration

The current used for measurement of [he resistance changcs in the gauges was a D.C.

Whetstoncs Bridge figure 5.2. It inciuded a reversing switch (s) to ascertain to what

extent thermal E.M.F.'s into the eircuit were effeeling the balance conditions of the

bridge. Thc nano-voltmeter used was a Model 140 of high sensitivity and a pcriod of 2,5

seconds.

This iow periodic time of the instrument cnabled quick recording of out-of-balance

deflections thus minimizing errors due to drift and fluctuations from thermal E.M.F.'s in
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the circuit. The bridge sensitivity changed linearly with bridge current figure 5.3 and

figure 5.4. Bridge current was restricted to a maximum 0[5,5 rnA to prevent overheating

in the gauge elements.

The components of the bridge are shown in figure 5.2 where A represent the active strain

gauge in contact with the specimen and D represent the dummy gauge in the same

environment as the active gauge. Any thermal fluctuations which occurred in gauge A

also accurate in gauge D and since these are in opposing anns of the bridge, the net effect

oflhe fluctuations should be zero.

Work on the bridge arrangement is to oominue and it is hoped to amplifYsmall D.C.

oulput voltages from the bridge when measuring very small strains to record the nano-

voltmeter scale deflection. Also slow steady thermal drifts would be recorded and

allowance made for these in the calculation of results.

5.6 Calibration CUn't for AngleCorrection

In the polycrystal ferriles the magnetic domains of the different microcrystallites having

random orientations make different angles with each other in the demagnetized state,

When the magnetic field is applied the magnetic domain wall movement starts. In this

way we have to find out the peJ1lcodicular and parallel position of the magnet. From this

position of the magnet we get ma;<imum and minimum position of magnetostriction.

Figure 5.5 has shown the angle vs magnetostriction curve.
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5.7 The Specimen Holder

It is very important to keep the temperaturc of the specimcn and the dwnmy identicaL

Since both are subjecl to the heating effect of the gauges, it is ncccssary either to make

the size of the samples and dummy large or 10 contain them in an enclosure of large heat

capacity. The latter method is naturally more convenient. A cylindrical shaped enclosure

of coppcr served the purpose and is shown in figure 5.6. The central portion of thc

hollow cylinder is provided \"Iith a platform for the dummy and the specimen to sit on

opposite sides. A metallic window \VllS cut which can be closed afier the specimens are

oriented and the specimens are separatcd from the melallie platform by the insulating

cork.

5.8 Specimen Mounting

To mount a specimcn, particularly a ferrimagnetic crystal two opposing factors have to

be considered. The crystal must not be mechanically constrained by the specimen holder

so Ihal Ihe spontaneous distortions of the crystal due to temperature change or magnetic

field can faithfully be transmitted to the strain gauge. Especially, when the crystal is

c1assifically soft but highly magnetic, the mechanical constraint may evcn cause

distortion of the symmetry oflhc crystal. From this consideration therelore, the mounting

has to be flexible. On the other hand, to avoid any rotation of the specimen due to the

torque produced by the mab'lletic anisotropy, the crystal must be held sufficiently rigidly.

The best compromise is made by using a thin cork ~pacer between the specimcn and the

base oflhc specimen holder. The specimen is glued to the cork by durofix and the cork
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in tum to the specimen holder. The mosaic puUern of the mrk spacer allows the

specimen to e'(pand or contract quite freely but con~lrains it from rotation due to hody

forces, Down to liquid helium temperature the arrangement is found to ","ork

successfully, comparison of the thermal expansion of a Ferrite specimen when fixed to a

cork spacer and when free showed the constraint due to the above mentioned

arrangement docs not alTee! the result.

5.9 Temperature Measurement and Control

The whole temperature range from liquid N2 to room temperature was conveniently

measured by melm, of copper- Tungsten thermocouple made by us' The hand made

thermucouple wa~ checked by compared with the standard c.m,f. vs temperature which is

shown in figure 5.7. In our experiment temperalure is very e~sential to measure the

thermal exp,msion of the ferrite samples.

5.10 The Magnet

An Ne\vporl Electromagnet type F was used for the production of magnclie field. Whcn

lhe maximum current of 100 amp D,C. was used with conical pole tips and a gap of

1.25'1the field produecJ at the centre "fthe pole picc~, was 25 koe,

The magnet could be rotated about a vertical axis through the cenlre of the pole gaps and

could be locked in any position. "[he angular position 01.the magnet cOlild be reud 10 one

tenth of a degree with the help of the vernier scale fixed at the base. The field versus

current curve for the magnet for the p<.>legap used, was calibrated using a Newport llall

probe magnetometer type H with an active element and is shown in figure 5.8. A very

small hysteresis ctTect waS observed for increasing and decrea<;ing ~urrents_ Using button

control the could be increased Or decreased continuously Ie within 50 mAo
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s.t 1 The Gauge Cementing

In order to have perfect gauge bond"ge between the gauge and the ~urface of the

specimen it is necessary to have specimen surfaces.

Using a special p"per glued on both sides the specimen wa;, held fixed wIth its scratch

mmk indicating the crystallographic direction, along which the gauge was to be fixed.

parallel to the cross wire of the microscope.

A thin coat of adhesive MB-fiOOwas applied to [he gauge surfaces and the gauge area of

the specimen. The "dhesive was allowed to dry for five minutes and the then the gauge

was placed on the specimen and with the help of the attached tapes was held fixed

parallel to the cross wire.

The'gauge was covered with a very thin "heet of Tenon on which [he adhesive did not

work. A heavy pressure was given on the gauge by the weight. The adhesive was cured

for 24 bours at room temperature, The scllotape was removed and the gauge position

wa~ checked under the microscope,
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Chapter VI

Results and Discussions

6.1 Magnetostridion

Magnetostriction of the Niln and MnZn with Co substituted ferrites of new compositions

Nio,J.2no"Co.Fel0. and Mno,!i.•ZnO,JCo,Fc,O. [ x = 0.2, 0.], 0.4] has been measured

using strain gauge techniquc. A random orientation of the magnetic domain have been

considered lIS in the case ofpolycrystalline materials and the magnetostriction oonstllllt

~l have been measured for different samples using the relation

LV=lA. (cos' (/ -I)
I 2

lIS explained in chapter V.

6.1

6.2

The most important task is to magnetize the specimen along the direction of the' gauge

fixed on the specimen and then to rotate the magnetization vector perpendicular to this

direction so as to find the difference between the corresponding strains produced in the

specimen. We then set from equation (6.1).

(AI) (AI) 3 3 3- ~ - =-..1. ,(oos'90-1)--..1.,(oos' 0-1)=-..1. ,
!Hli1l1l2 2 2

In order to find the exact direction of the strain-measuring gauge, which was carefully

bonded on the specimen with respect to direction ofmagnetizatioll, magnetostriction as a

function of the position of the field was measured. The direction of the field was initially

obtained arbitrarily with respect to the circular scale at the base of the rotating magnet.

From the graph of strains VS field directions as shown in figure 5.5 the exact direction of

the gauge related to the field was detennined. This was done by using the principle based

on equation (6.2) where we find that the maximwn differential change in strain
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occurs when the magnetization vector is rotated by 90° from the position which is parallel

to the gage direction to the direction which is perpendicular to il. The Held was initially

applied parallel to the gauge direction approximately and the maximum differential

change was found out by trails.

It is assumed that lor sufficiently high field the direction of the field also corresponds to

the direction of the saluration magnetization. Figure 6.1 shows the magnetostficlion of

NioJ.lZn.J.5CoOAFe104as a function of magnetic field. The saturation field is found to be

2.02 k Gauss. This field appears to be large enough for the soli magnetic material. This

applied field is also much larger than the effective internal field due to demagnetizing

e/feel, which is necessary condition for 1;3turation magnelUalion, In order 10 fmd the

saturation magneti7.alion we only need to measure the strain due 10 ~aturation

magnetization along the length of the gauge by magnetizing the specimen 10 saturation

value of 21, in the direction perpendicular to the gauge and then in the direction paraUel

to the gauge, By subtracting the fOlll1er from later we obtain the saturation

magnetostriction constant using the equation (6.2). Each measurement was taken Ihree

times with practically no deviations. We varied the field direction and field strength, from

their values as shown in figure 6.1. 'lbe saturation field was found to be 2.02 K. Gauss.

After saturation was reached at 2.02 the field was increased in steps upto 4.16 K. Gauss.

No change in magnetostriction value was observed with increasing field. In this way we

got saturation magm:tostriction of NiozZIlo5Coo.]Fe204 and Nio ]Ztl{I,5COo,2Fe20.,which

were 19.80 and 18.44 respectively. The results are sununarized in figure 6.2.

From the result we see that ofNi concentration there is decrease in magnetostriction. Hut

the saturation field was more ail icss same. On the other hand when we measured

saturation magnetostriction of MIlo ,Zn".,Coo4Fe;,04 and Mnv lZtl(I5Coo]Fe10 •. which

were shown in figure 6.3. We got the saturation magnetosttiction 15.20 and 18.90

respectively where the saturation field was 1.875 K. Gauss. Here we see that the

increasing rate of Mn concentration is an increase in the value of saluration

magnetoslril.ilon.
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The mechanism of magnetostriction can be explained in the light of Neel's theory [6.1),

by using a simple microscopic modeL The model postulates certain properties of the

energy of interaction of the neighboring atoms without any detail investigation of the

directional dependence oflhe interaction. The justification of this assumption is Jound to

be the agreement between the experimental and the calculated results. If r is the distance

from the central atom to one of its neighbors, and <Pis the angle between tbe line of

cenlers and the direction ofthe moment, the interaction energy can be expressed as

W(r,cos<t»", g(r )+/(r {cos' 41-~)+q(r {cos' <t> -ill>+ ~5J + ..-- 6,3

If the interaction energy is a function of r, the crystal lattice must be delonned

upon the generation of a ferromagnetic moment, because such an interaction tends

to change the bond length depending on the bond direction. The first tcrm g(r) is

the exchange interaction term and plays an important role to the volume

magnetostriction. The second term represents the dipole-dipole interaction, which

depends on the direction of the magnetization. This is the main origin of saturation

magnetostriction A. that we observed. Neglecting higher order lerms one can

express the pair energy term as

6.4

When lhe specimen is strained its spin pair changes ils bound direction as well as

its bond length. The condition for the minimization of the total energy

E = Em.gncL;' + Eel",''''is obtained by differentiating the total energy with respect to

strain, and equating it to zero. From the condition of minimum energy. we can

b'h 'f, - ... M3 ,o tam t e expreSSIOn or magnetostnctlVe stram as {=24, (cos ()-1).

Since magnetostriction is an important lactor in determining the permeability of a

material, it is important to find the appropriate alloy composition for which the

magnetostriction constant becomes minimum if one wants to find out a soil

magnetic alloy.
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From our experimental detennination, as shown in figure 6.2 the fe[Jites with

composition NioJZna,5CUo)Fc;O. has minimum magnetostriction. The maximum

magnetostrlclion was found for Nio./Zno.:iCoQ.4Fe;O •. The reason for the variation of

magncloslriction with the change of composition is assumed to be the varying

contribution to magnetostriction from Fe- and Ni- atoms, which have +vc and -vc

magnetostriction respectively as observed in their crystalline foons. The actual

understanding of this compositional dependence of magnelostriction requires a complete

quantum mechanical calculations ofband structures ofthcsc fcITilessystems.

The energy levels of the electron of the 3d-transition metals and alloys are the most

exposed except fur the 4j's-conduction electrons. These energy levels are perturbed due

10 overlapping of the 3d-shell's of the neighboring a1oms. The effect "f alloying

ferromagnetic metals is to change in electronic structure. which in turn changes

magnctostriction and other secondary etrects of the resultant alloy. A magnetic material

can thus be tailored if the effect of alloyingon magnetostriction and magnetic anisotropy

can he understood quantitatively. However, at the moment all calculation are found to be

inexact due to the difficulty of treating different electron spin correlation funetiollS

exactly.

Magnetostriction arises from the spin-orbit interaction because, while the magnetization

is detennined by the exchange interaction between spins mostly, the exchange interaction

being isotropic cannot contribute to the linear magnetostriction. Although it can

contribute 10volume magnelostriction. The lIIlquenchedpart of the orbital moment which

arises from the orbital electron motion can see the lattice. In order to reduce the

electrostatic energy. Because of the spin-orbit interaction the spin and thercforc the

magneti''-'ltionean see the lal1ieethrough the spin orbit-interaction. The mechanism gives
rise to magnetic anisotropy. The materials will spontaneously strain to reduce the

anisotropy energy so long the reduced of the anisotropy energy by this process do not

exceed the corresponding increase in elastic encrgy.
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The general mechanism of rnagnetostriction can be understood in terms of dipole-dipole

interaction, which depends on the direction of magnetization. This interaction tends 10

change the bond length in different ways depending on Ihe bond direction. The linear

magnclostrict;on can be attributed to the rotation of this bond direction of magnetization,

which is measured by rotating the magnetization direction, in our case from parallel

position to perpendicular position by rotating the magnelic field.

6.2 Thermal expansion

Thermal expansion is an important parameter which reflects the nature of the binding

energy and anharmonycity of the periodic motion of UICconslituent atoms under thermal

excitation. The other theoretical interest is the nature of the binding energy and the

potential well as a funclion of interatomic distance, which arises due to combined cITet

of the attractiyeforee and the repulsive force. The technological applicatinn of m~gnetic

materials make thernlaI expansion an importanl phenomena depending on the nalure of

the application. We sometimes prefer materials with high thermal e:-:pansion coefficient

and sometimes material with low thermal expansion. In constructing devices by using

magnetic malerials, where change in dimension is undesirable under varied thennal

environment, materials wilh low thennal expansion is preferable. For the usc of fcrrites

as transformer core, low thermal expansion eoel1icienl i, desirable. Because lhcrmal

expansion may give rise to magnetostriClivc noise. On lhe nther hand when one uses

materials for prodncing magnetostrietive tranducers, higher values of thermal expansion

coefficient is desirable.

We measured tbe thermal expansion of lhc ferrite samples 10 find magnelic contribulion

to laltiee energy. Thennal expansion depends on Unhanllonieily of the lallice atoms

which arc relaled 10 eleclronic and magnetic conlributions. In our ferrite samples which

are magnetically soft, magnetic contributions play an importanl role to lallice energy.

4.,
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We measured it by straingauge technique and got la\tlce Mrain from liquid Nllrogen

temperatLlTc to room temperature, We measured the lattice strain that increased with

increasing temperature gives ri~e to thermal expansion.

From figures6.4 and 6.5 we found thermal expansion, uf the series, Nil) IZIlIl ,C"".FC104,

Ni~2Zl1<J5CooJFel04, Ni~]7,nu.,Co02Fc204 and of Ml1(JIZilo,COr)_,Fc,04, and

Milo 2ZJlO ,Co" JFC204. respecti vcJy,

'j he linear thermal expan~ioll coefficiellt~ arc shown in tigurcso.6,6, 7.6.M,6.9,und 6, I0

for the ferrite samples_ From these ligures we see thai thermal expansion cocfficicm is

increasing from low temperature to room temperature whIch is quite expeclcd. We

estimated the average thermal expansion coefficients which are 1 19x1 0.6, 2,37x I0-\

2.66xIO"' for NiG]ZnO,C00.4Fe104, Ni~lZn~jCo~ )Fe10., Nin )ZIlOsCoo lFel04 and

1.5txlO"", 1.71x10"' for MnOIZnU,Co04Fe20~, MnO,IZnUlCoo)Fe,O. respectively, The

method used for these measurements although quite straight forward, the values

obtained havc some uncertainties, heeause we could not control the tcmperature

properly. However th~ estimated result show thai thcse samples havc low expansion

cocfficlents. These v~lue~ will be useful to make device~ using these materials.

•,.
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New compositions of Co substituted Ni Zn and Mn Zn ferrites have been studied specially

magnetostriction and thermal expansion. The observed value, of magnetostriction are found to

be 21 x 10"', 19,80 x 10'" and 18.44 x ]0'" for Niu1 Znus CO<JAFel04, Nio.l Zllij,l COfu Fel04,

Nio.J Zno, COO,2Fe;,04 respectively, On the other hand we got the values of magnetostriction as

15,20 x 10'" and 18.90 x 10'" for Mno,1 Znus CO<J.4FelO., Mnul Zllo, CO<J.JFel04 respectively,

From the results we could see that magnetostrictiono of these two series of ferrite samples are

very low. These compositions are therefore quite useful in making soft magnetic materials and

can play an important role in making magnetic devices where dynamic flux change is necessary,

The study of thermal expansion which is another parameter of the ferrite samples measured,

show that the materials have low thermal expansion coefficient We have used strain gauge

technique for these measurements The strain gauge technique although, use for strain

measurement and for magnetostriction measurement, had been used for the first time for thenna!

expansion by M.A Asgar (7, I). The thermal expansion coefficients show that these materials

can conveniently be used in situation, where thermal changes are involved.
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Data lor Magnetic Field Strangth
Table: I

Field Current Fluxmeter Fluxmeter Average Magnetic field
(Am Reading 1(+) Reading It-) Deflection (Gauss)
0.2 10 13 IL5 115
0.4 22 26 24.0 240
0.6 35 41 38.0 380
0.8 48 54 51.0 514
1.0 60 65 62.5 625
1.2 73 80 76.5 765
1.4 86 95 90.5 905
1.6 100 110 105.0 1050
1.8 113 121 117.0 1170
2.0 127 137 132.0 1320
22 142 150 146.0 1460
2.4 155 169 162.0 1620
2.6 169 186 177.5 1775
2.8 183 192 187.5 1875
3.0 197 207 202.0 2020
32 211 221 216.0 2160
3.4 224 236 230.0 2300
3.6 239 249 244.0 2440
3.8 252 263 257.5 2575
4.0 268 277 272.5 2725
4.2 281 298 289.5 2895
4.4 295 304 299.5 2995
4.6 308 318 313.0 I 3130
4.8 322 331 326.5 I 3265
5.0 335 345 340.0 I 3400
5.2 350 356 353.0 3530
54 362 369 365.5 3655
56 376 381 378.5 3785
5.8 391 .394 392.5 3925
6.0 405 406 405.5 4055
6.2 416 416 416.0 4160



Table: II

Dllta for Clilibratioll of the D.C. Bridge

Gauge Factor: G = 2.04
Bridge Current: 1.55 rnA

Deflection in Nallovollmeter
o
4
7
8
9
10
11
13
15
20
29
33
38
43
51
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
76



Table: III

Variation of Bridge Sensitivity with Bridge Current

CaUj!;e Factor, G ""2.04
AlVR ""40x10-6

Current
o

0.18393
0.20369
0.20388
0.22871
0.26048
0.30241
0.36049
0.44608
0.585i6
0.84984
1.55198
1.69082
1.85796
2.06203
2.08459
2.08457
2.10789
2.13192
2.15642
2.1815
2.18668
2.19939

'"



Table: IV

Variation of magnetostrietion with the angle of Field Bridge current: 1.546md,
gauge factor: 2.04 per deflection

aR!R= 4 39xlO.6.
Magnetostriction
3 ,1

Magnet position Nanovolt meter reading
p..=- A,(cos 9.-)
2 3

=M/I= lIGARlRx10.'1

I 0 0 0
W 0.75 1.61

" 0.75 1.61
30 1.00 2.15

4" U 3.22

50 2.2 4.75

60 4 8.60

70 6 12.90

80 7 15.06

90 8.5 i8,29

I" 10.0 21,50

120 95 20.44
>;0 9.0 t9.36
140 K75 t8.82
lSO 7.50 16.14

160 5,00 I 10.75

no 4,00 8.60

180 2,50 5.37

190 1.00 2.15

200 1.25 2.70

210 2.00 4.30

220 3.00 6,45

230 4.00 8,60

2<0 4.00 g.60

250 6.00 12.90
260 7,00 15.06

270 g.OO 17.21

280 9.00 1936

290 10.00 21 50

JOO 9.00 19.36

310 8.00 17.21

320 7.00 15.06

330 6.00 12,9t

340 5,00 10.75

350 4.00 8.60
360 3.00 6,45



TABLE V

Table for Magnetostriction
Sample: NiG.1Zno.,CooAFe204"
Gauge Factor G""2.04
Angle 9 = 20' (Perpendicular Position)

9 =110. [parallel] .
6.RJR= 4.39xIO-6

Magnetostriction

Field Current
Magnetic Field 3 ,1
Strength (Gauss) ORIR

[j","'-1c,(cos0--)
IFI 2 3

[II] ~tl.1fI"I!GARJRxl0.'1

0.2 115 2 4.30

0.4 240 ] 6.45

0.6 380 5 9.68

0.8 514 5.2 11.19

1.0 62!i 6.5 13.98

1.2 765 7 15.05

1.4 905 7.5 16.14

1.6 1050 7.7 17.00

1.8 1170 8.5 18.30

2.0 1320 90 19.30

2.2 1460 9.0 19.36

2.4 1620 9.2 19.80

2.6 1775 9.4 20.25
2.8. 1875 9.5 20.25.

].0 2020 10.0 21.00

].2 2160 10.0 21.00

3.4 2300 10.0 21.00

3.6 2440 .10.0 21.00

3.8 2)75 10.0 21.00



TABLE VI

Table for Magnetostriction
Sample: Nio.2Zno.5Co~..JFel04 _
Cauge Factor C=2.04
Angle e = 20" [Perpendicular PositionJ

9 =110' (Parallell Position]
ARIR= 4.04xlO.. '

Magnetostriction

Field Current
Magnetic Field 1"'=~ ""( cos2a_ ~ )

IFI
Strength (Gauss) ARIR 2 3

IH] =6.1/1=1/CMVRXIO-<i]

0.2 115 2 3.96

0.4 240 3 5.94
0.6 380 5 7.92
0.8 514 5.2 8.9l
1.0 625 6.5 10.91
1.2 765 7 10.90
1.4 905 7.5 11.88
1.6 1050 7.7 12.87
1.8 1170 8.5 13.37

2.0 1320 9.0 13.86
2.2 1460 9.0 15.85
2.4 1620 9.2 16.84
2.6 1775 9.4 17.82
2.8 1875 9.5 18.82
3.0 2020 10.0 19.80
3.2 2160 10.0 19.80
3.4 230r 10.0 19,80

3.6 2440 10.0 19.80

38 2575 10.0 19.80

•



TABLE VII

Table for Maguetostriction
Sample: Ni o.)ZUO.5Coo.! Fe!04
Gauge Factor G=2.04
Angle e " 20" (Perpendicular Position] ,

e ==110"(Parallel]
ARlR= 4.39x 10";

Magnetostriction

Field Current
Magnetic Field ] ,I
Strength (Gauss) M<JR

[1•..",- A,{cos EI--)

IFI
2 ]

IHI =AlJI'" lIGilliIRxtO"]

0.2 lIS 2 4.10

0.4 240 3.5 7.17

0.6 ]80 4.5 9.22

0.8 514 5.5 11.27'

1.0 625 6.25 12.80

L2 765 - 6.75 13.84

lA 905 7.25 14.86

1.6 1050 7.50 15.37

1.8 1170 7.75 15.88

2.0 1320 8.00 J 6.40

2.2 1460 8.00 16.40

2.4 1620 8.50 17.42

2.6 1775 8.50 17.42

2.8 1875 9.00 18.45

]0 2020 9.00 18.45

].2 2160 9.00 18.45

3.4 2300 9.00 18.45

3.6 2440 9,00 18.45

3.8 2575 9.00 18.45



TARLE VIII

Table for Magnetostriction
Sample: Mn~,IZn~.,CoO.4Fel04
Gauge Factor G""2.04
Angle e = 20D [Perpendicular Position)

e =110. {Parallel]
ARlR"" 4.39x10-l>

Magnetostriction

Magnetic Field
3 , 1

Field Current
p..=-}....(co,9--)

Strength (Gauss) 6R!R 2 3
IF] ~AlIl~lIGARlRxlO"]

r~J

0.2 115 2 3.92

OA 240 4 7.84

0.6 380 5.75 11.27

0.8 514 6.25 12,25

LO 625 6.75 13.25

1.2 765 7.00 13.72

1.4 905 7.25 I 14.20

.1.6 1050 7.50 14.70

1.8 1170 7.75 15.20

2.0 1310 7.75 15.20

2.2 1460 7.75 15.20

2A 1620 I 7.75 15.20

26 1775 7.75 15.20

2.8 1875 7.75 15.20

3.0 2020 7.75 15,20

3.2 2160 7.75 15.20

3.4 2300 7.75 15.20

3.6 2440 7.75 15,20

3.8 2575. 7.75 15.20

Vlll



TABLE IX
Table for Magnctostriction
Sample: Muo.z Zno.sCOO.3Fez04
Gauge Factor G=2.04
Angle a = 10' [Perpendicular Position]

e =100' [Parallel]
ARlR= 4.39xIO";

Magnetostriction

Field Current Magnetic Field 3 ,1
Strength (Gauss) <IRIR

IA.=~}..,(cos 6--)
[.F) 2 3

(HI =Al/l= I/GARJRxlO;;]

0.2 115 2.25 4.45

0.4 240 4.50 8.91

0.6 380 6.50 12.87

0.8 514 7.00 13.86

1.0 625 8.5 16.84

1.2 765 8.75 17.32

1.4 905 9.00 17.82

1.6 1050 9.25 18.13

1.8 1170 9.50 18.81

2.0 1320 9.75 19.11

2.2 1460 9.7) 19.11

2.4 1620 9.75 19. 11

2.6 1775 9.75 19.11

2.8 1875 9.75 19. 11

30 2020 9.75 19.11

3.2 2160 9.75 19. I 1

3.4 2300 9.75 19.11

3.6 2440 9.75 19.11

38 2575 9.75 19.11

.,



TABLE X

OAT A FOR THERMAL EXPk""lSION

Sample: Ni o.lZnO.5 Coo .• Fe,O.
Gauge Factor G=2.04
8RfR=39.48xlO-<i

Thermo Temperature Nanovoltmeter Thennal Mean Linear thennal
emfin in '1<: Deflection Strain Temperature expansion
my [AI/I=I/G in oK coefficient

ARfRxlO'6J u = x x10-<if'K
.5.53 73 0 0 103 2.37
-5.38 83 0 19.35 123 2.87
5.20 93 0.24 40.00 143 3.00
5.02 103 0.30 62.25 163 3.01
-4.82 113 0.60 87.50 183 3.09
-4.60 123 0.75 114.00 203 3.16
-4.38 133 0.90 144.00 223 3.35
-4.14 143 1.10 176.00 243 3.50
-3.84 153 1.57 209.00 263 3.75
-3.62 163 2.07 211.25 I 293 3.75
-3.35 173 3.05 247.50
-3.06 183 3.75 285.00
-2.77 193 4.27 325.00
-2.46 203 4.52 366.00
-2.14 213 5.51 408.25
-1.81 223 6.53 451.50
1.47 233 7.65 495.00
Ul 243 8.80 505.00
0.75 253 10.00 515.25
-0.38 263 10.25 526.00.
0 273 10.43 530,00
39 283 10.67 540,50
.79 293 11.12 550.25
1.09 300 11.38 555.00



TAllLE Xl

DATA FOR THERMAL EXPANSION

Sample: Ni O.lZnG,' Coo.:!Fel04
Gauge Factor G=2.04
ARIR=40xlO-6

Thenno Temperature Nanovoltmeter Thermal Mean Linear thennal
emf;n in oK Defleetion Strain Temperature e;<panSl(>D
my [MI1=lIG in oK eoefficient

ARJRxlO-~l o:;=;<xlo4iflK
-5.53 73 0 0 103 .71
-5.38 83 0 0 123 .60
S20 93 0.24 9.80 143 1.35
-5.02 103 0.36 12.00 163 2.00
-4.82 113 0.60 24,00 183 2.50
-4.60 123 0.75 30,00 203 2.75
-4.38 133 0.9 36,00 223 3.00
-4.14 143 1.10 44,00 243 3.40
3.84 153 1.57 63.00 263 3.80
-3.62 163 2.07 83.00 293 3.85
-3,35 173 3.05 122,00
-3,06 183 3.79 151.90
2,77 193 4,27 171,00
-2.46 203 4,52 181.00
2,14 213 5 51 220.50 I
-1.81 223 6,53 261.50
-1.47 233 7,65 306,00
-1.11 243 8,80 35200
-0,75 253 10.00 400,00
-038 263 10.25 410.00
0 273 l0A3 417.25
39 283 10.67 427.00
.79 293 11.12 445.00
1.09 300 11.38 455.00



TABLE XII

DATA FOR THERMAL EXPANSION

Sample: Ni O,JZnO,5Coo.ll'Cl04
Gauge }i'aetor G=2.04
aR!R= 33.36x10-.l

Thermo Temperature Nanol'oltmctcr Thermal Mean Linear thermal
emf in in OK Dcflection Strain Temperature expansion
my !AlIJ=J/G in OK coefficient

tlR!RxlO-.l1 0; = x xlo-6fK
-5.53 73 0 0 103 0.45
-5.3& 83 0 0 123 0.66
-5.20 93 0.26 8.91 143 0.75
-5.02 \03 0.53 17.82 163 \.34
4.82 II] 0.53 \7.82, 183 3.55
-4.60 123 0.66 22.27 203 3,75
4.38 133 0,93 31.19 223 4.00
-4.14 143 1.06 35.64 243 4,01

-3.84 153 1.19 40.00 263 4.10
3,62 163 \.34 45.00 293 4.00
-3.35 173 2.00 66.85
3,06 183 3.33 111.35
-2.77 193 4.73 158.00
-2.46 203 6.25 208.50
-2.14 213 7.79 260.00
-1.81 223 9.42 314.00
1.47 233 1\.15 372.25
-1.11 243 12.94 432.00
-0.75 253 13.48 450.00
-0.38 263 14.08 470,00
0 273 14.53 485,00
.39 28] \4.&3 495.00
.79 293 15, \5 505.25
\.09 300 15.25 5\0.00

xu

••••



TABLE XIII

DATA FOR THERMAL EXPANSION

Sample: MnO.1ZnO.SCoo.~FC20~
Gauge Factor G=2.04
ARIR'" 36.36xtO";

Thermo Temperature Nanovoltmeter Thermal Mean Linear thermal
cmfin intlK Deflection Strain Temperature expansion
my [Alll"'lIG in tlK coefficient

ARlRxlO"6] u - x xIO"6fK
-5.53 73 0 0 103 0.25
5.38 83 0.12 4.45 12] 0.30
-5.20 93 0.12 4.45 143 1.00
5.02 10] 0 0 16] 1.25
A.82 113 0.25 9.45 18] 1.35
-4,60 12] I 0.37 13.50 20] 2.00
-4,38 133 0.42 15.50 223 2.25

-4.14 143 0,77 28.00 24] 2.40
-3.84 IS] 1.22 44.55 263 I 2.50
-3.62 16] 1.47 53.46 293 2.50
-3.35 173 1.71 62.37
-3.06 18] 1.96 71.28
-2.77 19] 2.46 89.50
2.46 20] 2.58 94,00
-2.14 213 3.02 110.00
-1.81 22] 3.85 140.00
-1.47 233 4.40 160.00
-1.11 24] 5.36 195.00
0.75 25] 5.63 205.00
-0.38 26] 5.92 215.50
0 273 6.05 220.00
.19 28] 6.05 220.00
.79 29] 6.18 225.00
1.09 300 6.18 225.00

Xlll

f



TABLE XIV

DATA FOR THERMAL EXPANSION

Sample: MnO.lZnO.SCoo., FCl04
Gau~e Factor G=2.04
flRlR= 36.36x10'-;

Thermo Temperature Nanoyoltmeter Thermal Mean Line"r therm,,1
emfin in OK Deflection Str"in Temperature expansion
my [AlI1=l/G in OK coefficient

ARlRxlO-6] a - x xlo-<;fK
.5.53 73 0 0 103 0.09
-5.38 83 0 0 123 0.28
-5.20 93 0,12 4.45 143 0.52
-5.02 103 0,12 4.45 163 0.88
4.82 113 0,17 6.25 183 0.90
4.60 123 0,27 10.00 203 1.80
-438 133 0,33 12.00 223 2.50
-4.14 143 047 17.25 243 3.50
3.84 153 0,61 22.50 263 3.65
-3.62 163 0,85 31.00 293 3.50
-335 173 1.10 40.25
-3.06 18] 1.34 49.00
2.77 193 1.57 57.00
2.46 203 2,04 76.00
-2.14 213 2,55 93.00
1.81 223 3,50 127.05
-1.47 233 4.48 163.25
-1.11 243 5.55 202,00
-0.75 253 6.65 242.00
-0.38 263 7.89 287.00
0 273 8.11 295.00
.39 283 8.25 300.00
.79 293 8.38 305.00
1.09 300 8.38 305.00
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